BMC is alerting users to a problem in the following products and solutions:

- APPTUNE for DB2®
- MainView for DB2
- Pool Advisor for DB2
- SQL Performance for DB2
- System Performance for DB2

**Issue**

When the following conditions exist, the LGCDFLT step of the $G65INIT job includes a deprecated attribute in the `<dbc>` element:

- You applied BMC PTF BPJ0629.
- You are using version 2.3.55 or earlier of the Installation System.

The product or solution issues message BMCLGC0259W to warn you that you must use new syntax.

**Resolution**

To resolve this problem, complete the following steps:
1. In the "$G65INIT" job, remove the default attribute from the \texttt{<dbc> element.}

2. Immediately after the existing \texttt{</register>} tag in the same job step, insert the following command (cited in the warning message):

\begin{verbatim}
<register>
<defaultdbc replace="yes | no">dbcGroupName</defaultdbc>
</register>
\end{verbatim}

The syntax above indicates you can specify "yes" or "no" to replace the DBC group name that is registered as the default DBC. Specify \texttt{replace="yes"} if you want this DBC group to be the default DBC. Specify \texttt{replace="no"} if you already have a default DBC group registered, and this is a subsequent DBC group.

Replace \texttt{dbcGroupName} with the DBC group name that you are establishing as your default DBC.

\textbf{NOTE}

This issue will be corrected in version 2.3.60 of the Installation System. If you have questions, contact Customer Support at 1 800 537 1813 (United States or Canada) or call your local support center.

\section*{Where to get the latest product information}

To view the latest BMC documents, see the Support Central website at \url{http://www.bmc.com/support}. Notices such as flashes, technical bulletins, and release notes are available on the website. You can subscribe to proactive alerts to receive e-mail messages when notices are issued or updated. For more information about proactive alerts, see the Support Central website.